
THE NOT OK JOHN ARE YOU OK TEST

BY MAX PORTER

Are you OK? Read the following scenarios. Try to visualise the scenario and place yourself 
bodily within it. Do not rush. OK is personal. Your OK will not be anybody else’s OK, nor 
should it be socially normative or inherited. Think, really think, is that OK? And answer 
either (a) (b) or (c):

(a) That’s OK
(b) I don’t know whether that’s OK or not
(c) That’s Not OK

SECTION 1: POLITICAL
1. Look at that, somebody has put the stamp upside down on their letter to the village 

newsletter. The Queen’s head is upside down.
2. I was given the slipper as a boy, and it made me stronger. So I will give my child the 

slipper.
3. I wish to sell more bacon, but the bacon has passed its sell-by date, so I have re-

labelled it with sell-by dates a month hence.
4. We told the campers that the water out of Hessy Stream was poisoned, so the 

campers have left and gone down the coast.
5. Aneurin Miller was caught stealing eggs from Gorsyllwych Farm, so on Friday 

afternoon he will lose his right hand, chopped off at the wrist. This is how we have 
always dealt with thieving.

SECTION 2: SOCIAL
1. Look at that, someone has daubed BED THE DEVIL on Margot Alton’s front door 

following the revelations of her relationship with Edward Bullough.
2. I was not allowed to speak to Old Harold, because my parents had heard tell of what 

he got up to in the Boer War.
3. If I see a polite notice asking me not to let me dog shit, I am so angered that I 

encourage my dog to shit.
4. We turn the signs around so tourists get lost. We knocked down the map of the village. 

We littered at the picturesque view spot.
5. Aneurin Miller fell off his bar stool, so he has been barred from the Red Lion. This is 

how we have always dealt with drunkenness.

SECTION 3: SEXUAL
1. Look at that, the chemist is selling a little rubber sausage with a nose for tickling the 

inside of a lady.
2. I was not allowed to see my parents in the nude. I never did. I didn’t know women 

lacked penises until I was 20.
3. I wish to invite a third part to our bedroom celebrations, and I have no preference for 

either sex.
4. We noticed that the supply teacher’s trousers bumped in the crotch during his reading 

of the honeymoon scene in Rebecca. We did not tell the headmaster.
5. Aneurin Miller went with a man in the army. He told us.


